Construction and characterization of outbreak Escherichia coli O157:H7 surrogate strains for use in field studies.
Escherichia coli O157:H7 has been the causative agent of many outbreaks associated with leafy green produce consumption. Elucidating the mechanism by which contamination occurs requires monitoring interactions between the pathogen and the plant under typical production conditions. Intentional introduction of virulent strains into fields is not an acceptable practice. As an alternative, attenuated strains of natural isolates have been used as surrogates of the virulent strains; however, the attachment properties and environmental stabilities of these attenuated isolates may differ from the unattenuated outbreak strains. In this study, the Shiga toxin (stx1, stx2, and/or stx2c) genes as well as the eae gene encoding intimin of two E. coli O157:H7 outbreak isolates, F4546 (1997 alfalfa sprout) and K4492 (2006 lettuce), were deleted. Individual gene deletions were confirmed by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and DNA sequencing. The mutant strains did not produce Shiga toxin. The growth kinetics of these mutant strains under nutrient-rich and minimal conditions were identical to those of their wild-type strains. Attachment to the surface of lettuce leaves was comparable between wild-type/mutant pairs F4546/MD46 and K4492/MD47. Adherence to soil particles was also comparable between the virulent and surrogate pairs, although the F4546/MD46 pair exhibited statistically greater attachment than the K4492/MD47 pair (p≤0.05). Wild-type and mutant pairs F4546/MD46 and K4492/MD47 inoculated into wet or dry soils had statistically similar survival rates over the 7-day storage period at 20°C. A plasmid, pGFPuv, containing green fluorescent protein was transformed into each of the mutant strains, allowing for ease of identification and detection of surrogate strains on plant material or soil. These pGFPuv-containing surrogate strains will enable the investigation of pathogen interaction with plants and soil in the farm production environment where the virulent pathogen cannot be used.